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ARMY TIMES INDEX 1992

3-D IMAGES SEE HOLOGRAMS

AAC SEE ARMY ACQUISITION CORPS (AAC)

AAFES SEE ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)

ABDU SEE AIRCREW BATTLE DRESS UNIFORM (ABDU)

ABRAMS MBT (TANK)


Pentagon: No new tanks. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 28.

ABRAMS MBT (TANK)--MODIFICATION PROGRAM


ABUSED DEPENDENTS INDEMNITY COMPENSATION

Allowance would help keep victimized families afloat. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 11.

ACAP SEE ARMY CAREER AND ALUMNI PROGRAM (ACAP)

ACCIDENTS--CAMP SHELBY, MS

ACCIDENTS--FORT DEVENS, MS


ACCIDENTS--FORT IRWIN, CA


ACCIDENTS--RAPELLING


ACTIVE DUTY DEPENDENTS DENTAL PLAN


ACTIVE GUARD AND RESERVE PROGRAM

Active Guard and Reserve hold their ground. Army Times; Sep. 14, 1992; 53(7): p. 16.

ACUTE CARE SUPPORT FACILITIES


ADDS SEE ARMY DATA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (ADDS)

ADJUSTABLE RATE MORTGAGES (ARM)


ADOPTION AND ADOPTED CHILDREN


ADOPTION AND ADOPTED CHILDREN--BENEFITS


ADS SEE ADVANCED DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION (ADS)

ADVANCED CIVILIAN SCHOOLING PROGRAM

Graduate applications welcomed. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 10.

ADVANCED DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION (ADS)


ADVANCED MANAGEMENT PROGRAM


AFN SEE ARMED FORCES NETWORK (AFN)

AGENT ORANGE--CLAIMS

'Nam is still going to take me'. Army Times; Sep. 21, 1992; 53(8): p. 20.

AGS SEE ARMORED GUN SYSTEM (AGS)

AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR


AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--MODIFICATION PROGRAM

AIDS (DISEASE)


AIDS (DISEASE)--COURT DECISIONS


AIDS (DISEASE)--EDUCATION--DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)


AIR ASSAULT CHALLENGE (COMPETITION), FORT RUCKER, AL


AIR DEFENSE--AIR FORCE


AIR DEFENSE--ARMY


AIR FORCE--ROLE AND MISSION

AIR LAND SEA APPLICATION CENTER (ALSA)


AIRCRAFT, EXPERIMENTAL


AIRCRAFT--ACCIDENTS--FORT RILEY, KS


AIRCREW BATTLE DRESS UNIFORM (ABDU)


AIRLAND OPERATIONS (DOCTRINE)

Back to the drawing board. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 25.

AIRCRAFT--MILITARY FARES


ALCOHOL--SURVEYS


ALSA  SEE  AIR LAND SEA APPLICATION CENTER (ALSA)

AMSC  SEE  ARMY MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE (AMSC)
AN-PVS-7B (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)--THEFT


ANIMAL EXPERIMENTATION--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT


Peace Dividend may be paid by the people. Army Times; Mar. 2, 1992; 52(31): p. 4.

AR 600-13 (ARMY POLICY FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF FEMALE SOLDIERS)


ARM SEE ADJUSTABLE RATE MORTGAGES (ARM)

ARMED FORCES NETWORK (AFN)--GERMANY


ARMED FORCES, AMERICAN--EUROPE


ARMED FORCES, AMERICAN--KOREA

ARMED FORCES--CONSOLIDATION

Nunn: Replace service rivalry with unity. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 20.

ARMED FORCES--DESSERT STORM EQUIVALENTS


ARMED FORCES--HUMANITARIAN SERVICES


ARMED FORCES--QUALITY OF LIFE--SURVEYS

Survey offers families alternative to complaining. Army Times; July 20, 1992; 52(52): p. 11.

ARMED FORCES--ROLES AND MISSIONS


ARMED FORCES--STATISTICS


ARMOR


ARMOR--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

To move up, NCOs need 'good, hard years'. Army Times; July 20, 1992; 52(52): p. 14.

ARMOR--OFFICERS

ARMORED GUN SYSTEM (AGS)--PROCUREMENT


ARMY ACQUISITION CORPS (AAC)

Board to decide who stays in contract field. Army Times; Apr. 27, 1992; 52(39): p. 22.

ARMY ACQUISITION CORPS (AAC)--REORGANIZATION

Acquisition Corps reorganization set. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 4.

ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)


ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--CUSTOMER PREFERENCE ANALYSIS


ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--DEFERRED PAYMENT PLAN


ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO


ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--NEWPORT NEWS, VA

ARMY CAREER AND ALUMNI PROGRAM (ACAP)

Transition services offered. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 4.

ARMY DATA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (ADDS)


ARMY INFANTRY CENTER AND SCHOOL, FORT BENNING, GA


ARMY MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE (AMSC)


ARMY MODERNIZATION PROGRAM


ARMY POLICY FOR THE ASSIGNMENT OF FEMALE SOLDIERS

SEE AR 600-13

June 29, 1992.

ARMY RESERVE COMMAND


ARMY TACTICAL COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM (ATCCS)


ARMY TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM (ATACMS)


**ARMY--FORECASTING**


‘Louisiana maneuvers’ look to future. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 16.

**ARMY--MISSION--REORGANIZATION**


**ARMY--REORGANIZATION**


**ARMY--RESTRUCTURING**


**ARMY--ROLE AND MISSION**


**ARMY-NAVY BOARD**


**ARPERCEN** SEE U. S. ARMY RESERVE PERSONNEL CENTER (ARPERCEN)

**ARROW AIR DC-8 SUPER 63 CHARTER FLIGHT, 1985** SEE AVIATION--ACCIDENTS--GANDER, NEWFOUNDLAND, 19

ATACMS SEE ARMY TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM (ATACMS)

ATCCS SEE ARMY TACTICAL COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM (ATCCS)

ATCOM SEE AVIATION AND TROOP COMMAND (ATCOM)

ATTACK PROTECTION PLAN SEE JOINT ATTACK PROTECTION PLAN

AUDITING--ARMY


AUSTRALIAN EXERCISE KANGAROO 92 (MANEUVERS)


AVENGER (MISSILE)--RESERVE COMPONENTS


AVIATION AND TROOP COMMAND (ATCOM)


AVIATION SYSTEMS COMMAND SEE AVIATION AND TROOP COMMAND (ATCOM)

AVIATION--ACCIDENTS--ANNISTON, AL

AVIATION--ACCIDENTS--GANDER, NEWFOUNDLAND, 1985


AVIATION--ACCIDENTS--JUNEAU, AK


AVIATION--ACCIDENTS--STATISTICS


AWARDS--SAUDI ARABIA


BANDS (MUSIC)--SERVICE ACADEMIES


BAQ SEE BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ)

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--GERMANY


BAS SEE BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)

BASE FORCE PLAN SEE PENTAGON
BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ)


New year to bring more cash for housing. Army Times; Dec. 21, 1992; 53(21): p. 3.

Officials weigh shifting allowance to parents with custody. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 4.

BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ) -- SINGLE PARENTS

Pentagon shifts BAQ policy for divorced soldiers. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 4.

BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)

BAS system is broken. Army Times; July 13, 1992; 52(51): p. 16.

BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS) -- LAW AND LEGISLATION


BASIC NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (BNCOC)


BAT SEE BRILLIANT ANTIARMOR (BAT) SUBMUNITION


BATTLE LABORATORIES SEE BATTLELABS

BATTLELABS


BCMR SEE BOARD FOR THE CORRECTION MILITARY RECORDS (BCMR)
BEE STING KITS


BLACKS IN THE ARMED FORCES


BLACKS IN THE ARMY--MEMORIALS


BLANKETS--PESTICIDE


BNCOC SEE BASIC NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER COURSE (BNCOC)

BOARD FOR THE CORRECTION OF MILITARY RECORDS (BCMR)


BOLD SHIFT SEE RESERVE COMPONENTS--TRAINING

BONUSES--INVESTMENT

Don't blow it! Army Times; May 25, 1992; 52(43): p. 39.

BONUSES--OFFICERS


BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA--CIVIL WAR, 1992-


Troops may go to Bosnia. Army Times; July 13, 1992; 52(51): p. 22.

BOSNIA-HERCEGOVINA--HOSPITALS, AMERICAN


BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE--ACCIDENTS


BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE--MODIFICATION PROGRAM


BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE--PROCUREMENT

Fast track. Army Times; June 29, 1992; 52(49): p. 27.

BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Bradley to get better in stages. Army Times; May 25, 1992; 52(43): p. 20.

BRILLIANT ANTIARMOR (BAT) SUBMUNITION

BATmobile. Army Times; Apr. 27, 1992; 52(39): p. 34.

BRILLIANT ANTIARMOR (BAT) SUBMUNITION--COSTS


BROWN, JESSE, 1944--

BUFFALO SOLDIER MONUMENT


C3 SEE COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3) SYSTEMS

CAMBRIAN PATROL COMPETITION


CANCER--VETERANS--WOMEN--VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975


CANE SEE COMBINED ARMS IN A NUCLEAR-CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT (CANE)

CAREER MANAGEMENT FIELDS (CMF)

Chart your career. Army Times; Mar. 23, 1992; 52(34): p. 3.

CAREER MAPS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

Chart your career. Army Times; Mar. 23, 1992; 52(34): p. 3.

CAS SEE CLOSE AIR SUPPORT (CAS)

CAS3 SEE COMBINED ARMS AND SERVICES STAFF SCHOOL (CAS3)

CASUALTIES--IDENTIFICATION

CASUALTY NOTIFICATION--RULES AND REGULATIONS


CATTC SEE COMBINED ARMS TACTICAL TRAINING CENTER (CATTC)

CAVALRY BOARD


CCC SEE CIVILIAN COMMUNITY CORPS (CCC)

CCVL SEE CLOSE COMBAT VEHICLE LIGHT (CCVL)

CERTAIN PLACES PAY SEE FOREIGN DUTY PAY--SOMALIA

CERTIFICATE OF RELEASE OR DISCHARGE FROM ACTIVE DUTY SEE MILITARY DISCHARGE

CFC SEE CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (CFC)

CFC SEE COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN (CFC)

CHAIN Teaching SEE MANPOWER REDUCTION--CHAIN TEACHING
CHAMPUS


CHAMPUS EXTRA


CHAMPUS REFORM INITIATIVE (CI1)


CHAMPUS--CLAIMS PAYMENTS


CHAMPUS--COORDINATED CARE SYSTEM


Coordinated care drawn up without penalties. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 18.


New plan: $5 per visit. Army Times; June 29, 1992; 52(49): p. 3.

**CHAMPUS--LAW AND LEGISLATION**


**CHAMPUS--MENTAL HEALTH CARE**


Time bomb. Army Times; May 11, 1992; 52(41): p. 3.

**CHAMPUS--MENTAL HEALTH CARE--INVESTIGATIONS**


**CHAMPUS--PREMIUMS**

Premiums considered for CHAMPUS coverage. Army Times; June 8, 1992; 52(45): p. 18.

**CHAMPUS--RULES AND REGULATIONS**


**CHAPLAINS--RUSSIA**

CHEMICAL DEFENSE TRAINING FACILITY, FORT MCCLELLAN, AL


CHEMICAL PROTECTION SUIT

GAO warns of potential chemical-suit shortages. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 22.

CHEMICAL WARFARE--CLOTHING


CHEMICAL WARFARE--TRAINING


CHEMICAL WARFARE--VEHICLES

This Fox has a nose for chemical warfare. Army Times; Nov. 30, 1992; 53(18): p. 26.

CHILD ABUSE

Allowance would help keep victimized families afloat. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 11.

CHILD ABUSE--COMPENSATION


CHILD ABUSE--GERMANY


CHILDBIRTH--ANALGESICS


CHIROPRACTORS

Chiropractic debate back; bill likely to be OK'd. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 9.
CHLOROFLUOROCARBONS (CFC)--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT


CIM SEE CORPORATE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (CIM) INITIATIVE

CIVIL SERVICE--VETERANS PREFERENCE


CIVILIAN ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS--ARMED FORCES


CIVILIAN COMMUNITY CORPS (CCC)

CCC plan would provide jobs. Army Times; Sep. 28, 1992; 53(9): p. 2.

CLINTON, BILL, 1946- (INTERVIEW)

Clinton says he is 'committed to people who have served their country and serve it now'. Army Times; Oct. 5, 1992; 53(10): p. 12.

CLINTON, BILL, 1946- --MILITARY POLICY


CLOSE AIR SUPPORT (CAS)--HELICOPTERS

Army choppers eyed for close air support role. Army Times; May 11, 1992; 52(41): p. 28.

CLOSE COMBAT VEHICLE LIGHT (CCVL)


CMF SEE CAREER MANAGEMENT FIELDS (CMF)

CODE TALKERS--WORLD WAR, 1939-1945


COLA SEE COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)

COLA UNIQUE SEE COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA) UNIQUE

COMANCHE SEE RAH-66 (HELICOPTER)

COMBAT READINESS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


COMBINED ARMS AND SERVICES STAFF SCHOOL (CAS3)--RESERVE COMPONENTS


COMBINED ARMS IN A NUCLEAR-CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT (CANE)


COMBINED ARMS TACTICAL TRAINING CENTER (CATTC)

COMBINED FEDERAL CAMPAIGN (CFC)


COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS


COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3) SYSTEMS


COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS (C3) SYSTEMS--LOGISTICS


COMMERCIAL CREDIT FRAUD


COMMISSARIES


COMMISSARIES--COMMANDERS


COMMISSARIES--CONSTRUCTION


COMMISSARIES--PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO

COMMISSARIES--PRIVILEGES

COMMON GROUND STATION SYSTEM

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

COMPUTERS

COMPUTERS--THEFT

CONGRESSIONAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

CONSECUTIVE OVERSEAS TOUR (COT)--TRAVEL PAY

CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS
Contingency forces to get high-tech edge. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 33.

CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS--ORGANIZATION
CONTRACTING AND INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT (CAREER FIELD)--REORGANIZATION

Acquisition Corps reorganization set. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 4.

CONUS COLA SEE COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)

COORDINATED CARE BASIC SEE CHAMPUS

COORDINATED CARE EXTRA SEE CHAMPUS

COORDINATED CARE PLUS SEE CHAMPUS

CORNUM, RHONDA--AWARDS


CORPORATE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT (CIM) INITIATIVE


CORPS OF ENGINEERS--PERSIAN GULF REGION

Road warriors. Army Times; Apr. 6, 1992; 52(36): p. 22.

COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


Jehn not sure he will back full COLA hike. Army Times; Sep. 28, 1992; 53(9): p. 3.

Pentagon gets serious on stateside COLA. Army Times; Sep. 21, 1992; 53(8): p. 3.

Stateside COLA may tap into pay. Army Times; Apr. 13, 1992; 52(37): p. 4.


**COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA) UNIQUE**


**COT SEE CONSECUTIVE OVERSEAS TOUR (COT)**

**COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS--COURT DECISIONS--RETIRED PAY**


**COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS--DECISIONS**


**COURT OF VETERANS APPEALS--ACTIONS AND DEFENSES**


**COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--ABSENT WITHOUT LEAVE (AWOL)**


**COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--DEFENDENT RIGHTS**

Trial by jury might be ruled out in war zone. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 17.

**COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--ILLEGAL MERCHANDISE**

COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--ORAL SEX


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL


CREDIT CARD FRAUD


Simple steps can prevent or erase abuse. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 6.

CRI

SEE CHAMPUS REFORM INITIATIVE (CRI)

CRIME--ARMED FORCES


CRITICAL FLUID TECHNOLOGY


CUSTODY OF CHILDREN


DACOWITS

SEE DEFENSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WOMEN IN THE SERVICES (DACOWITS)

DAMAGE CLAIMS (LAW)

SEE EXEMPLARY DAMAGES
DAY CARE CENTERS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


DAY CARE CENTERS--COSTS


DAY CARE CENTERS--EMPLOYEES--CLEARANCES


DD FORM 214 SEE MILITARY DISCHARGE

DD FORM 2586 SEE VERIFICATION OF MILITARY EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING (VMET)

DEBT RELIEF


DEEP SEA DIVING SEE DIVING, SUBMARINE

DEFENSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WOMEN IN THE SERVICES (DACOWITS)


DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE (DFAS)


DEFENSE INDUSTRIES


DEFENSE TRAVEL PAY SYSTEM


DENTAL CORPS--STANDARDS


DENTAL PLAN SEE ACTIVE DUTY DEPENDENTS DENTAL PLAN

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--BUSING INVESTIGATIONS


DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--EMPLOYEES--CLEARANCES


DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--LUNCH PROGRAM

Students line up for lunch. Army Times; Mar. 9, 1992; 52(32): p. 2.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--OVERSEAS ENROLLMENT


DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--PANAMA--TESTS

Congress puts test preparation under scope. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 16.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST (SAT)


DEPENDENCY AND INDEMNITY COMPENSATION (DIC)

Flat-rate survivor benefit considered. Army Times; July 6, 1992; 52(50): p. 32.

DEPUTY, WILLIAM E., 1920-1992


DERWINSKI, EDWARD J., 1926-


DFAS SEE DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE (DFAS)

DIC SEE DEPENDENCY AND INDEMNITY COMPENSATION (DIC)

DIS SEE DISTRIBUTED INTERACTIVE SIMULATION (DIS) STANDARD

DISEASES--PERSIAN GULF REGION--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Mystery illness hits gulf vets. Army Times; Apr. 6, 1992; 52(36): p. 2.

DISTRIBUTED INTERACTIVE SIMULATION (DIS) STANDARD

DIVER OOB (MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY)


DIVING, SUBMARINE--ARMY


DIVORCE--FINANCIAL SETTLEMENTS

Ex-spouses' pay split unlikely to change. Army Times; June 29, 1992; 52(49): p. 22.


DNA IDENTIFICATION CARDS


DODDS SEE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)

DRAGON HAMMER 92 (MANEUVERS)


DRESKA, JOHN--RETIEMENT


DRILL SERGEANT OF THE YEAR, 1992


DRILL SERGEANTS

DRONE AIRCRAFT


DRUG ABUSE--OFFICERS


DRUG ABUSE--REHABILITATION


DRUG ABUSE--SURVEYS


DRUG ABUSE--TESTING


DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF--MILITARY INTERDICTION


'Hacking and stacking the stuff like never before'. Army Times; Nov. 9, 1992; 53(15): p. 11.


DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF--MILITARY INTERDICTION--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF--MILITARY INTERDICTION--TRAINING

EARLY RELEASE PROGRAM--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


EARLY RETIREMENT PLAN


Senate, Pentagon square off. Army Times; Sep. 28, 1992; 53(9): p. 16.

EARLY RETIREMENT PLAN--OFFICERS


EASTING, BATTLE OF SEE SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS--SEVENTY-THREE EASTING, BATTLE OF

EDUCATION, NON-MILITARY


EDUCATION, NON-MILITARY--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


EDUCATION, NON-MILITARY--OFFICERS

Graduate applications welcomed. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 10.
EDUCATION, NON-MILITARY--OFFICERS--COSTS--WAIVERS


EDUCATION--IMPACT AID


EIGHTY-SECOND AIRBORNE DIVISION--ANNIVERSARY RECOGNITION DAY


EIGHTY-SECOND AIRBORNE DIVISION--TRAINING--UNITED ARAB EMIRATES


ELECTRIC ARMAMENTS COMMITTEE    SEE    JOINT ELECTRIC ARMAMENTS COMMITTEE

ELECTRIC GUN TECHNOLOGY


ELECTRONIC WARFARE


ENLISTED VOLUNTARY EARLY TRANSITION PROGRAM, 1992

Army opens new windows. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 3.
ENLISTMENT INCENTIVES PROGRAM


ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY--ARMY


EPODS SEE EXPEDITED PROTECTION OF DISMOUNTED SOLDIERS (EPODS)

EQUIPMENT, ELECTRONIC--INFANTRY


EQUIPMENT--SURPLUS


ETHICS--ARMED FORCES--RULES AND REGULATIONS


ETHICS--CIVIL SERVICE--RULES AND REGULATIONS


EXEMPLARY DAMAGES


EXERCISE INTRINSIC ACTION


EXPEDITIOUS PROTECTION OF DISMOUNTED SOLDIERS (EPODS)

Army to provide cover for troops in foxholes. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 32.

FAMILY ACTION PLAN CONFERENCE, 1992


FAMILY CARE PLAN


FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES--RESERVE COMPONENTS


FERES DOCTRINE


FERES DOCTRINE--COURT DECISIONS

Court backs right to sue. Army Times; Mar. 9, 1992; 52(32): p. 2.

FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOG-M)


FIFTH CORPS--GERMANY


FIFTH INFANTRY DIVISION (MECH)--DEACTIVATION


FINANCE CORPS--REORGANIZATION


FINANCE, PERSONAL


FIRE SUPPORT COORDINATION LINE (FSCL)


FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS


FISHER HOUSES  SEE  ACUTE CARE SUPPORT FACILITIES

FLIGHT SUIT  SEE  AIRCREW BATTLE DRESS UNIFORM (ABDU)

FM 100-5 (OPERATIONS)  SEE  OPERATIONS (FM 100-5)

FM 21-20 (PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING MANUAL)  SEE  PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING MANUAL (FM 21-20)

FOCUS  SEE  FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES, CAREERS AND ULTIMATE SUCCESS (FOCUS)

FOG-M  SEE  FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOG-M)
FOOD STAMPS


FORCES COMMAND--RESERVE COMPONENTS


FOREIGN DUTY PAY--SOMALIA


FORM 8286 SEE SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)

FORT DRUM, NY


FORT IRWIN, CA--EXPANSION


FORT IRWIN, CA--GEOLOGY


FORT LEAVENWORTH, KS--DISCIPLINARY BARRACKS--PROTESTS, DEMONSTRATIONS, ETC.


FOX (VEHICLE) SEE XM93 FOX (VEHICLE)
FRANCE--ARMY


FRANCHISES (RETAIL TRADE)--VETERANS


FRANCO-GERMAN CORPS SEE FRANCE--ARMY AND GERMANY--ARMY

FRATERNIZATION--FORT DRUM, NY


FRATRICIDE SEE OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--FRATRICIDE

FRAUD SEE ALSO COMMERCIAL CREDIT FRAUD

FRAUD, CREDIT CARD SEE CREDIT CARD FRAUD

FRAUD--DEFENSE CONTRACTS


FRAUD--ORANGE JUICE


FRAUD--PERSONAL LOANS

FRAUD--RESERVE COMPONENTS


FRIENDLY FIRE SEE OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--FRATRICIDE

FSCL SEE FIRE SUPPORT COORDINATION LINE (FSCL)

FTS SEE FULL TIME SUPPORT (FTS)

FULL TIME SUPPORT (FTS)--RESERVE COMPONENTS


FULL TIME SUPPORT MANAGEMENT CENTER


FUNCTIONAL AREA NINETY SEVEN SEE CONTRACTING AND INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT (CAREER FIELD)

FUNCTIONAL AREAS--REORGANIZATION


FUND RAISING--FRAUD

FURLough Fares  See  Airlines--Military Fares

Future Opportunities, Careers and Ultimate Success (Focus)


Galvin, John R., 1929-


Gander, Newfoundland Crash  See  Aviation--Accidents--Gander, Newfoundland, 1985


Garnishment


Gateway to Care Program


Germany--Army


Global Positioning System (GPS)


Golden Knights Army Parachute Team--Recruiting, Enlistment, etc.

GOLF COURSES--MILITARY BASES
Bill would give civilians tee times. Army Times; June 29, 1992; 52(49): p. 2.

GPS  SEE  GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)

GROUND STATION MODULE (GSM) SYSTEM

GROUND-BASED SURVEILLANCE AND TRACKING SYSTEM (GSTS)

GSM  SEE  GROUND STATION MODULE (GSM) SYSTEM

GSTS  SEE  GROUND-BASED SURVEILLANCE AND TRACKING SYSTEM (GSTS)

GULF WAR SYNDROME

GULF WAR SYNDROME  SEE  ALSO  OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--DISEASES

GULF WAR SYNDROME--REGISTRY

HALON GAS
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--DISPOSAL


HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--FORT RILEY, KS--DISPOSAL


HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--RADFORD ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT, RADFORD, VA


HAZING


HEALTH CARE--SURVEYS


HEALTH INSURANCE SEE INSURANCE, HEALTH

HEALTH PLAN SEE UNIFORMED SERVICES FAMILY HEALTH PLAN

HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS--FORT IRWIN, CA


HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS--GREAT SALT LAKE, UT


**HELICOPTERS--LIGHT UTILITY--EVALUATION**


**HELLFIRE (MISSILE)--MODIFICATION**


**HISTORIC SITES--FORT LEONARD WOOD, MO**


**HOLOGRAMS**


**HOMELESS VETERANS**


**HOMELESS VETERANS COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE PROGRAMS ACT OF 1992**


**HOMEOWNERS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (HAP)**

Homeowner net said to have holes. Army Times; Nov. 16, 1992; 53(16): p. 22.

**HOMOSEXUALS**


Bill would force lifting of gay ban. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 7.


GAO attacks gay ban; cites high cost. Army Times; June 29, 1992; 52(49): p. 17.


Powell stands by gay ban. Army Times; May 25, 1992; 52(43): p. 4.


HOMOSEXUALS--HOLLAND--NAVY


HONDURAS--HUMANITARIAN SERVICES


HONORARIA--LAW AND LEGISLATION


HOSPITALS--ARMY--BOSNIA-HERCEGOVINA


HOSPITALS--ARMY--CROATIA


HOSPITALS--COMMANDERS


HOSPITALS--FORT DIX, NJ


HOSPITALS--FORT DRUM, NY


HOSPITALS--JOINT SERVICE


HOSPITALS--MULTISERVICE


HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS--GERMANY--THEFT


HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS--LIENS

HOUSING--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


HOUSING--CENSUS


HOUSING--COSTS

Soldiers return to housing fight. Army Times; Jan. 6, 1992; 52(23): p. 15.

HOUSING--FORT HuACHUCA, AZ


HOWITZERS


HUEY II

SEE UH-1H (HELICOPTER)

HUMANITARIAN SERVICES--MILITARY PARTICIPATION

Troops may be used on home front. Army Times; July 6, 1992; 52(50): p. 6.

HURRICANE ANDREW, 1992


HURRICANE ANDREW, 1992--ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND (AMC)

HURRICANE ANDREW, 1992--BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR SUBSISTENCE (BAS)


HURRICANE ANDREW, 1992--EIGHTEENTH AIRBORNE CORPS


HURRICANE ANDREW, 1992--FEDERAL EMERGENCY RELIEF AGENCY (FEMA)


HURRICANE ANDREW, 1992--MILITARY RELIEF OPERATIONS


HURRICANE ANDREW, 1992--MILITARY RELIEF OPERATIONS--REDEPLOYMENT


HURRICANE ANDREW, 1992--POSTAL SERVICE


HURRICANE ANDREW, 1992--RESERVE COMPONENTS


HURRICANE INIKI, 1992


HURRICANE INIKI, 1992--RESERVE COMPONENTS

HURRICANE INIKI, 1992--MILITARY RELIEF OPERATIONS


IDENTIFICATION CARDS SEE MILITARY IDENTIFICATION CARDS

IMMINENT DANGER PAY--PERSIAN GULF REGION


IMMINENT DANGER PAY--SOMALIA


IMPACT AID SEE EDUCATION--IMPACT AID

IMPERSOMATING AN OFFICER--RESERVE COMPONENTS


IN-OUT CALLS SEE MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY (MOS)--RECLASSIFICATION

INCAPACITATION PAY


INCENTIVE SPECIAL PAY--MEDICAL SERVICE CORPS

INCOME TAX--LEGAL ASSISTANCE


INDIVIDUAL READY RESERVE (IRR)--BENEFITS

Reservists may change status, keep privileges. Army Times; July 6, 1992; 52(50): p. 11.

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS (IRA)


INFANTRY SCHOOL  SEE  ARMY INFANTRY CENTER AND SCHOOL, FORT BENNING, GA

INFANTRY--PROTECTION

Army to provide cover for troops in foxholes. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 32.

INJURIES--RESERVE COMPONENTS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


INSURANCE, HEALTH

House pushes for better health plan. Army Times; June 8, 1992; 52(45): p. 4.

INSURANCE, HEALTH--VETERANS


INSURANCE, LIFE


To double or not to double? Life insurance choice looms. Army Times; Nov. 23, 1992; 53(17): p. 4.

**INSURANCE--BENEFICIARIES**


**INTELLIGENCE**


**INTER-VEHICULAR INFORMATION SYSTEM (IVIS)**


**INTRINSIC ACTION**  SEE  **EXERCISE INTRINSIC ACTION**

**INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS**

58,000 accept exit offers. Army Times; July 20, 1992; 52(52): p. 4.


**INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--BENEFITS**


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--COUNSELING

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL
QMP rates decline despite drawdown. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 4.

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL
RIF board may decide who leaves medical ranks. Army Times; June 29, 1992; 52(49): p. 4.

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS
Pentagon targets career soldiers. Army Times; Jan. 6, 1992; 52(23): p. 4.

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS--ENLISTED STATUS
Some separated officers may lose right to enlisted status. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 25.

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OVERSEAS TOURS

INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.
INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--TAXATION


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


INVOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--WARRANT OFFICERS


IRA SEE INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS (IRA)

IRAQ--ARMED FORCES--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


IRAQ--FOREIGN RELATIONS--UNITED STATES


IRAQ--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT


IRR SEE INDIVIDUAL READY RESERVE (IRR)

JAVELIN (MISSILE)

JAYHAWK THUNDER  SEE  SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS

JOB APPLICATIONS

JOB APPLICATIONS--AUTOMATION

JOB BANK U. S. A.

JOB COUNSELING  SEE  TRANSITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (TAP)

JOB HUNTING  SEE  JOB APPLICATIONS

JOINT ATTACK PROTECTION PLAN

JOINT DOCTRINE

JOINT DUTY CREDIT--PERSIAN GULF WAR
JOINT ELECTRIC ARMAMENTS COMMITTEE


JOINT OPERATIONS


JOINT READINESS TRAINING CENTER (JRTC), FORT CHAFFEE, AR--EXPANSION


JOINT WARFARE OF THE U. S. ARMED FORCES (BOOK)


JROTC SEE JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (JROTC)

JRTC SEE JOINT READINESS TRAINING CENTER (JRTC), FORT CHAFFEE, AR

JUDGES--SELECTION AND APPOINTMENT


JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (JROTC)

JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (JROTC)--TRAINING


KANGAROO 92 SEE AUSTRALIAN EXERCISE KANGAROO 92 (MANEUVERS)

KURDS--IRAQ


KUWAIT LIBERATION MEDAL


LAM SEE LOUISIANA MANEUVERS (LAM)

LANCE (MISSILE)--PERSONNEL

Lance troops to retrain or leave. Army Times; Mar. 9, 1992; 52(32): p. 6.

LAND USE, MILITARY


LAND USE, MILITARY--CALIFORNIA


LANQUE, ALCIDE, 1935-

LASER WEAPONS--PROCUREMENT


LASERS--TESTING


LCV  SEE  LIGHT CONTINGENCY VEHICLE (LCV)

LEADERSHIP


LEAVE AND EARNING STATEMENT (LES)


LEAVE, EDUCATIONAL


LESBIANS


LIGHT CONTINGENCY VEHICLE (LCV)


LIMOUSINES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT

Limo pooling urged at top. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 2.
LINE OF SIGHT ANTITANK (LOSAT) WEAPON SYSTEM

LOSAT delayed two years, deployment limited. Army Times; Mar. 16, 1992; 52(33): p. 35.

LOBBING--RESERVE COMPONENTS


LODGING PLUS SEE TRAVEL PAY

LODGING SUCCESS PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, DC


LONG RANGE SURVEILLANCE (LRS)--PERSIAN GULF REGION


LONGBOW RADAR-MISSILE SYSTEM


LOS ANGELES, CA--RIOT, 1992

Army called to quell rioting in L.A. Army Times; May 11, 1992; 52(41): p. 6.


LOS ANGELES, CA--RIOT, 1992--RESERVE COMPONENTS


LOSAT SEE LINE OF SIGHT ANTITANK (LOSAT) WEAPON SYSTEM
LOTTERIES--LAW AND LEGISLATION


LOTTERY WINNERS


LOUISIANA MANEUVERS (LAM)

'Louisiana maneuvers' look to future. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 16.

LUMBAR EPIDURAL BLOCK


M109A (HOWITZER)


M1A1 MBT (TANK)--MODIFICATION PROGRAM


M1A2 MBT (TANK)


Pentagon: No new tanks. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 28.

M1A2 MBT (TANK)--COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

MACDONALD, JEFFREY, 1944-


MALINGERING SEE OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MALINGERING

MALINGERING SEE OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MALINGERING

MALPRACTICE


MALT SEE MONETARY ALLOWANCE IN LIEU OF TRANSPORTATION (MALT)

MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE SEE ARMY MANAGEMENT STAFF COLLEGE (AMSC)

MANEUVERS

Large-scale exercises: Cold War dinosaurs. Army Times; Jan. 6, 1992; 52(23): p. 27.

MANEUVERS--GERMANY


MANEUVERS--KUWAIT


MANEUVERS--SIXTH INFANTRY DIVISION (LIGHT)

MANPOWER REDUCTION


MANPOWER REDUCTION--ARMY


MANPOWER REDUCTION--ARMY--GERMANY

Home from Germany. Army Times; Apr. 13, 1992; 52(37): p. 3.

MANPOWER REDUCTION--ARMY--MATERIEL COMMAND


MANPOWER REDUCTION--CHAIN TEACHING


MANPOWER REDUCTION--CIVIL SERVICE

Bush drawdown relief plan offers little for soldiers. Army Times; June 8, 1992; 52(45): p. 3.


MANPOWER REDUCTION--CORPS OF ENGINEERS


MANPOWER REDUCTION--EUROPE


MANPOWER REDUCTION--FORECASTING


MANPOWER REDUCTION--OFFICERS


MANPOWER REDUCTION--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Army ups bid to cut reserves. Army Times; Mar. 16, 1992; 52(33): p. 4.
Drawdown leaves mark on ROTC. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 2.
Guard divisions face ax. Army Times; Mar. 9, 1992; 52(32): p. 20.


**MANPOWER REDUCTION--RESERVE COMPONENTS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL**


**MANPOWER REDUCTION--RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)**


**MANPOWER REDUCTION--WOMEN**


**MAPS--SOVIET UNION**


MDIS SEE **MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING SUPPORT SYSTEM (MDIS)**

**MEALS, READY TO EAT (MRE)--SOMALIA**


**MEDICAL CARE**

Delay foreseen in health care plan; retirees fear being shut out. Army Times; May 25, 1992; 51(43): p. 18.


Medical readiness blasted before Congress. Army Times; Apr. 6, 1992; 52(36): p. 18.

MEDICAL CARE--COSTS


MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING SUPPORT SYSTEM (MDIS)


MEMORIALS SEE OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991

MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--COMMISSIONS


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--GRADUATES


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--ORGANIZATION


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--TRAINING


MILITARY ASSISTANCE, AMERICAN--AFRICA


MILITARY ASSISTANCE, AMERICAN--INVESTIGATIONS


MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION


**MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--EUROPE**


**MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--GERMANY--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS**

Army denies 'dirty legacy' in Germany. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 10.

**MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--KOREA**


**MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION--LAW AND LEGISLATION**


**MILITARY BASES--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR**

Stone pledges more money to fix posts. Army Times; June 8, 1992; 52(45): p. 18.

**MILITARY BASES--PERSONNEL--LOCATION**


**MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES**


**MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--BARRACKS AND QUARTERS**

MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--EUROPE


MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--HONDURAS


MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--BENEFITS


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MEDICAL CARE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MENTAL HEALTH CARE


MILITARY DISCHARGE


MILITARY DISCHARGE--MEDICAL DISABILITY--INVESTIGATIONS

Disability costly and inefficient. Army Times; July 6, 1992; 52(50): p. 3.

MILITARY EDUCATION

MILITARY EDUCATION--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


MILITARY EDUCATION--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


MILITARY EDUCATION--OFFICERS


MILITARY EDUCATION--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


MILITARY EDUCATION--STANDARDIZATION


MILITARY IDENTIFICATION CARDS


MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY (MOS)--75 SERIES


MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY (MOS)--CIVILIAN EQUIVALENT

Soldiers get another tool to open civilian doors. Army Times; Nov. 23, 1992; 53(17): p. 3.

MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY (MOS)--RECLASSIFICATION

MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY (MOS)--SURVEYS


MILITARY PERSONNEL RECORDS JACKETS SEE PERSONNEL RECORDS

MILITARY PERSONNEL--TAXATION--STATES


MILITARY POLICE--TRAINING


MILITARY RECORDS SEE BOARD FOR THE CORRECTION MILITARY RECORDS (BCMR)

MILITARY RETIREMENT TRUST FUND


MILITARY SPOUSES--FOREIGNERS--VISAS


MILITARY SPOUSES--GERMANY--VISAS


MILITARY SPOUSES--MEN

'He's a civilian'. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 45.

MILITARY SPOUSES--VOLUNTEER WORKERS

MILITARY STRATEGY


MILITARY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT COMMAND (MILTRACOMMAND)


MINORITIES--STATISTICS


MISSILE COUNTERMEASURES DEVICE

SEE VLQ-6 (MISSILE COUNTERMEASURES DEVICE)

MISSILES


MISSION ORIENTED PROTECTIVE POSTURE (MOPP4)


MONETARY ALLOWANCE IN LIEU OF TRANSPORTATION (MALT)


MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984--BENEFITS


MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984--OFFICERS--ENROLLMENT


MOPP4 SEE MISSION ORIENTED PROTECTIVE POSTURE (MOPP4)

MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES

Ruling could shrink MWR funding. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 2.

MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--AUTOMOBILES


MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--COSTS


MTMC SEE MILITARY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT COMMAND (MTMC)

MUKOYAMA, JAMES


MULTISERVICE OPERATIONS SEE JOINT OPERATIONS

MULTIYEAR SPECIAL PAY


MULTIYEAR SPECIAL PAY  SEE ALSO  MEDICAL OFFICER RETENTION BONUS (MORB)

MUNITIONS--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


MURDER--FLORIDA--RESERVE COMPONENTS


MURDER--FORT BRAGG, NC


MURDER--FORT CAMPBELL, KY


MURDER--FORT DIX, NJ


MWR  SEE  MORALE, WELFARE AND RECREATION (MWR) ACTIVITIES

MX9012R  SEE  GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)

NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA


NATO  SEE  NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)
NAVAHO INDIANS--WORLD WAR, 1939-1945


NAVY EXCHANGE SERVICE CENTER--NORFOLK, VA


NAVY LODGE PROGRAM


NCOER SEE NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (NCOER)

NIGHT VISION GOGGLES SEE AN-PVS-7B (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)

NOISE--FORT RILEY, KS


NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (NCOER)


NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER LEADER SELF DEVELOPMENT CAREER MAPS

Chart your career. Army Times; Mar. 23, 1992; 52(34): p. 3.

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--PEACE KEEPING OPERATIONS

NATO may expand role to keeping peace. Army Times; June 15, 1992; 52(46): p. 31.

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--RAPID REACTION CORPS

NORTHROP CORPORATION


NTC SEE NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA

NUCLEAR WEAPONS--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES


NURSES AND NURSING--EDUCATION


OCCUPATIONAL SURVEY PROGRAM


OER SEE OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (OER)

OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (OER)


OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (OER)--WARRANT OFFICERS


OFFICERS--COMMISSIONS


OMSTEAD SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM


OMS SEE OVERSEAS MISSION STUDY (OMS)

OPEN VENTURE SEE OPERATION OPEN VENTURE '92

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--MALINGERING


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--PLANNING


OPERATION DESERT SHIELD, 1990-1991--SEXUAL ACTIVITY


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991

The final word? Army Times; Apr. 20, 1992; 52(38): p. 3.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--AFTER ACTION REVIEW

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--ARMED FORCES--PARTICIPATION


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--AWARDS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--DISEASES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--DISEASES--REGISTRY


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--DISEASES--RESERVE COMPONENTS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--EQUIPMENT--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--FRATRICIDE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--INCOME TAX


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--IRAQ--ARMY


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--JOINT DUTY


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--KUWAIT--WAR CRIMES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--LOGISTICS

The move that took Iraq by storm. Army Times; Mar. 9, 1992; 52(32): p. 34.


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--LOOTING


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MALINGERING

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MEDICAL CARE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MENTAL HEALTH CARE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--MINORITIES--STATISTICS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PATRIOT (MISSILE)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--OVERPAYMENT

Docked pay won't be refunded. Army Times; Apr. 20, 1992; 52(38): p. 8.

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD)


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--PROMOTIONS--PREFERENCE


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--PERFORMANCE

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--RESERVE COMPONENTS--PERSONNEL FILES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SCUD (MISSILE)--CASUALTIES


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SEXUAL ACTIVITY


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--SMOKING


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--THIRD ARMORED CAVALRY REGIMENT


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--THIRD ARMORED DIVISION


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--VEHICLE ACCIDENTS


OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--VETERANS--CLAIMS

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--VETERANS--STRESS

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--WAR MEMORIALS

OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--WAR MEMORIALS--RESERVE COMPONENTS

OPERATION JUST CAUSE SEE PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990

OPERATION OPEN VENTURE '92

OPERATION PROVIDE PROMISE

OPERATION PROVIDE RELIEF

OPERATION QUICKSILVER

OPERATION RESTORE HOPE
OPERATION RESTORE HOPE--LOGISTICS


OPERATION RESTORE HOPE--MALARIA


OPERATION RESTORE HOPE--MARINE EXPEDITIONARY UNIT


OPERATION RESTORE HOPE--RESERVE COMPONENTS--VOLUNTEERS


OPERATION RESTORE HOPE--SATELLITES, ARTIFICIAL--INTELLIGENCE


OPERATION RESTORE HOPE--TENTH MOUNTAIN DIVISION


OPERATIONS (FM 100-5)


Back to the drawing board. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 25.


OVERSEAS HOUSING ALLOWANCE (OHA)

OVERSEAS MISSION STUDY (OMS)


OVERSEAS TOURS


PA SEE PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS (PA)

PAINKILLING DRUGS SEE ANALGESICS

PALADIN SEE M109A6 (HOWITZER)

PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--CASUALTIES


PANAMA--AMERICAN INVASION, 1989-1990--LOOTING


PANAMA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


Railroad no model for how to run canal. Army Times; June 8, 1992; 52(45): p. 25.

PANAMA--SOCIAL CONDITIONS

Patriot (Missile)


Patriot (Missile)—Performance


Patriot (Missile)—Reserve Components


Pay Plan

See Pay, Allowances, Etc.

Pay, Allowances, Etc.

1994 pay raise will be lowest in six years. Army Times; Nov. 9, 1992; 53(15): p. 3.


Budget office targets pay, benefits. Army Times; Mar. 9, 1992; 52(32): p. 3.


Pay, Allowances, Etc.—Air Force—Overpayment

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--CADETS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--CIVIL WAR--CLAIMS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--CIVILIAN EQUIVALENT


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--FOREIGN COUNTRIES


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--INCENTIVE PAY--OFFICERS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--LONGEVITY PAY


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--OFFICERS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--OVERPAYMENT


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--WARRANT OFFICERS


PCS SEE PERMANENT CHANGE OF STATION (PCS)

PEACE DIVIDEND

Peace Dividend may be paid by the people. Army Times; Mar. 2, 1992; 52(31): p. 4.

PENTAGON--BASE FORCE PLAN


PERMANENT CHANGE OF STATION (PCS)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


PERMS SEE PERSONNEL ELECTRONIC RECORDS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (PERMS)

PEROT, ROSS, 1930-:


PERSONNEL ELECTRONIC RECORDS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (PERMS)


PERSONNEL RECORDS--ACTIVE GUARD AND RESERVE (AGR)


PHYSICAL FITNESS TRAINING MANUAL (FM 21-20)

PHYSICAL TRAINING--RESERVE COMPONENTS--FRAUD
Guard to root out PT cheaters. Army Times; June 29, 1992; 52(49): p. 10.

PHYSICAL TRAINING--RESERVE COMPONENTS--TESTING

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS (PA)--PROMOTIONS

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS (PA)--WARRANT OFFICERS--PROMOTIONS

PHYSICIANS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.

PORK BARREL LEGISLATION

POST EXCHANGES (PX)  SEE  ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)

POSTAL SERVICE
Military mail patrons find alternatives to patience. Army Times; Mar. 2, 1992; 52(31): p. 23.

POSTAL SERVICE--SOMALIA

POWELL, COLIN LUTHER, 1937-- (INTERVIEW)
Powell: 'We are not going out of business'. Army Times; Apr. 13, 1992; 52(37): p. 8.
POWELL, COLIN LUTHER, 1937--

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES--PUBLIC OPINION

PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON THE ASSIGNMENT OF WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES
Commission says a woman's place is not in combat. Army Times; Nov. 16, 1992; 53(16): p. 4.
With new administration, report 'is as good as dead'. Army Times; Nov. 16, 1992; 53(16): p. 4.

PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARIES

PRESS--MILITARY OPERATIONS

PRESS--MILITARY RELATIONS

PRISONER OF WAR MEDAL--WORLD WAR, 1939-1945

PRISONERS AND PRISONS--MEDICAL CARE--MILITARY BASES
PRISONERS AND PRISONS--PETERSBURG FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL FACILITY--FORT LEE, VA


PRISONS, MILITARY--REORGANIZATION


PRISONS--PROTESTS, DEMONSTRATIONS, ETC.


PROMOTION BOARD--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--COMMAND SERGEANTS MAJOR


PROMOTION BOARD--OFFICERS--RULES AND REGULATIONS


PROMOTIONS--DISCRIMINATION

Fairness may be in the eye of the beholder. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 15.


PROMOTIONS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


Promotions tied to NCO training. Army Times; June 29, 1992; 52(49): p. 4.

PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--SERVICE REMAINING RULE


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--TABLE OF DISTRIBUTION AND ALLOWANCES (TDA) UNITS


PROMOTIONS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PROMOTIONS--SERGEANTS MAJOR


PROMOTIONS--WARRANT OFFICERS


PROPERTY TAX


PROTECTION--INFANTRY  SEE  INFANTRY--PROTECTION
PROVIDE PROMISE  SEE  OPERATION PROVIDE PROMISE

PROVIDE RELIEF  SEE  OPERATION PROVIDE RELIEF

PTSD  SEE  OPERATION DESERT STORM, 1991--POST TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD)

PUNITIVE DAMAGES  SEE  EXEMPLARY DAMAGES

PURPLE HEART


PX  SEE  ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)

PXTRA  SEE  ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)

OMP  SEE  QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (QMP)

QUALIFICATION, VALIDATION AND CERTIFICATION (QVD) BOARD


QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (QMP)


ONP rates decline despite drawdown. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 4.

QUICKSILVER SEE OPERATION QUICKSILVER

QVD SEE QUALIFICATION, VALIDATION AND CERTIFICATION (QVD) BOARD

RACE DISCRIMINATION


RACE DISCRIMINATION--NURSE CORPS


RACE DISCRIMINATION--TEXAS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


RADIATION--PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPOSURE


RADIO--PROCUREMENT


RAH-66 (HELICOPTER)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Comanche funding is still up in air. Army Times; Sep. 28, 1992; 53(9): p. 23.
RAH-66 (HELIUM) -- ENGINE


RAH-66 (HELIUM) -- PROCUREMENT


Wish you were here. Army Times; Mar. 9, 1992; 52(32): p. 33.

RANGERS -- CASUALTIES


RANGERS -- TRAINING

Leading the way. Army Times; Apr. 6, 1992; 52(36): p. 11.

RAPID DEPLOYMENT -- ARMY


RAPID REACTION CORPS SEE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)

RCP SEE RETENTION CONTROL POINTS (RCP)

RECRUITERS


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC -- APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--BONUSES


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.--STATISTICS


REDUCTION IN FORCE (RIF) BOARD


REFORGER 92 (MANEUVERS)


REFUGEES, HAITIAN


REPROGRAMMABLE MICROPROCESSOR  SEE  STINGER RMP (MISSILE)

RESERVE COMMAND  SEE  ARMY RESERVE COMMAND


RESERVE COMPONENTS--ACTIVE DUTY--SALARY INSURANCE PLAN

RESERVE COMPONENTS--COMBAT READINESS


Reserves painted as unready, lacking in combat skills. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 10.

RESERVE COMPONENTS--DEACTIVATION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--MISSION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--MOBILIZATION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--OFFICERS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--OFFICERS--INSTRUCTORS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--PERSONNEL FILES--AUTOMATION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--POLITICS

RESERVE COMPONENTS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


RESERVE COMPONENTS--REORGANIZATION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--RETENTION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--SANCTUARY PROVISION


RESERVE COMPONENTS--TEXAS--INVESTIGATIONS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--TRAINING


RESERVE OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT ACT


RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)

Drawdown leaves mark on ROTC. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 2.
RESERVE OFFICERS PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT ACT (ROPMA)


RESTORE HOPE SEE OPERATION RESTORE HOPE

RETENTION CONTROL POINTS (RCP)


Two-year service rule bent for some NCOs. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 4.

RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--DISABILITY COMPENSATION


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--EMPLOYMENT

Second careers: Life after service (Supplement). Army Times; July 6, 1992; 52(50).

RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX--LAW AND LEGISLATION


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--MEDICAL CARE**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--OVERSEAS--FINANCIAL SERVICES**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.**


**RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--OVERPAYMENT**


**RETIREMENT PLANS**

Confusion may start at square one. Army Times; May 11, 1992; 52(41): p. 18.


**RETIREMENT TRUST FUND**  SEE  MILITARY RETIREMENT TRUST FUND

**RETIREMENT--ENLISTED PERSONNEL--SANCTUARY PROVISION**

RETIREMENT--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Exit plan proposed for reserves. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 22.

RIF BOARD  SEE  REDUCTION IN FORCE (RIF) BOARD

ROCKET PROPELLANT--DISPOSAL


ROCKETS (ORDNANCE)--PROCUREMENT

Far-reaching rocket awaits Congress' OK. Army Times; May 11, 1992; 52(41): p. 28.

ROPMA  SEE  RESERVE OFFICERS PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT ACT (ROPMA)

ROTATION POLICY--RESERVE COMPONENTS


ROTATION POLICY--RESERVE COMPONENTS--EUROPE


ROTC  SEE  RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)

RUSSIA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


RYDER, WILLIAM, 1913-1992

SAINT, CROSBIE E., 1936-

SANCTUARY PROVISION--ENLISTED PERSONNEL

SAPPER LEADER COURSE, FORT LEONARD WOOD, MO
Call for sappers. Army Times; May 11, 1992; 52(41): p. 4.

SAT  SEE  DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)--SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST (SAT)

SBP  SEE  SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN (SBP)

SCHOFIELD BARRACKS, HI

SCHOLARSHIPS

SCHOLARSHIPS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS

SCHOOL VIOLENCE
SCHROEDER, PATRICIA, 1940-


SDI SEE STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)

SDT SEE SELF DEVELOPMENT TEST (SDT)

SEALIFT

Aging sealift reserves may be sold for scrap. Army Times; Feb. 17, 1992; 52(29): p. 28.

SECOND ARMORED DIVISION--REACTIVATION


SEGREGATION--ARMED FORCES--1945-1948

Righting old wrongs. Army Times; Sep. 21, 1992; 53(8): p. 34.

SELECTIVE CONTINUATION RULES


SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)


**SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)--OFFICERS**


**SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS (SRB)**


**SELECTIVE RETIREMENT BOARD (SRB) SEE WARRANT OFFICERS**

**SELF DEVELOPMENT TEST (SDT)**

Put to the test. Army Times; Apr. 27, 1992; 52(39): p. 3.

**SERB SEE SELECTIVE EARLY RETIREMENT BOARD (SERB)**

**SERVICE ACADEMIES--GRADUATES**


**SERVICE ACADEMIES--MISSION**


**SERVICE ACADEMIES--PREPARATORY SCHOOLS--SPORTS**


**SERVICE REMAINING RULE SEE PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS**
SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)


To double or not to double? Life insurance choice looms. Army Times; Nov. 23, 1992; 53(17): p. 4.

SEVENTH CORPS--DEACTIVATION


SEVENTY-THREE EASTING, BATTLE OF SEE SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS--SEVENTY-THREE EASTING, BATTLE

SEVERANCE PAY--MILITARY BASES--EUROPE


SEVERANCE PAY--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Exit plan proposed for reserves. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 22.


SEXISM

Assault on sexism. Army Times; July 20, 1992; 52(52): p. 3.

SEXUAL ABUSE--TREATMENT


SEXUAL ASSAULT

Army reopens gulf war sexual-assault investigation. Army Times; Mar. 23, 1992; 52(34): p. 11.


**SEXUAL HARASSMENT**


Study puts price tag on work lost to harassment. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 13.


**SEXUAL HARASSMENT--CIVILIAN INVESTIGATORS**

Civilian may lead probes. Army Times; Oct. 19, 1992; 53(12): p. 34.


**SEXUAL HARASSMENT--PREVENTION--TRAINING**


**SEXUAL HARASSMENT--SERVICE ACADEMIES**

SGLI  SEE  SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)

SGLV FORM 8286  SEE  SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)

SHALIKASHVILI, JOHN M., 1936-


SHIPMENT OF GOODS--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--AUDITS


SHOOTING CONTESTS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


SIERRA LEONE--MEDICAL PERSONNEL, AMERICAN--EVACUATION

Coup prompts services' evacuation. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 2.

SILVER STAR


SIMNET  SEE  SIMULATION NETWORK (SIMNET)

SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS


Simulator to allow highspeed free fall. Army Times; Mar. 16, 1992; 52(33): p. 34.
SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS--ARMOR


SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS--JAYHAWK THUNDER


SIMULATION AND SIMULATORS--SEVENTY-THREE EASTING, BATTLE OF


SIMULATION NETWORK (SIMNET)


SIMULATION, TRAINING AND INSTRUMENTATION COMMAND (STRICOM)


SMART TARGET ACTIVATED FIRE AND FORGET (STAFF)  SEE  XM943 SMART TARGET ACTIVATED FIRE AND FORGET

SMOKING


SOCIAL SECURITY--FRAUD


Simple steps can prevent or erase abuse. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 6.
SODOMY


SODOMY--FORT DRUM, NY


SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' CIVIL RELIEF ACT, 1940


SOMALIA--ARMED FORCES, AMERICAN--DEPLOYMENT


SOMALIA--CIVIL WAR, 1991-


SOMALIA--FAMINE


SOMALIA--HUMANITARIAN SERVICES


SOUVENIRS--SMUGGLING


**SPACE AVAILABLE FLIGHTS**


**SPARE PARTS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES**

Supply cuts kill training, services complain. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 7.

**SPECIAL FORCES--TRAINING**


Simulator to allow highspeed free fall. Army Times; Mar. 16, 1992; 52(33): p. 34.

**SPECIAL FORCES--TRAINING--MEDICAL PERSONNEL**

Tough training puts would-be medics to test. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 22.

**SPECIAL OPERATIONS MEDICAL SERGEANTS COURSE**

Tough training puts would-be medics to test. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 22.

**SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)**

26,000 apply for exit bonuses. Army Times; May 11, 1992; 52(41): p. 2.


Army opens new windows. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 3.


Congress may improve exit bonuses. Army Times; May 25, 1992; 52(43): p. 3.

Distrust may be driving lump-sum rush. Army Times; Apr. 13, 1992; 52(37): p. 16.

Don't blow it! Army Times; May 25, 1992; 52(43): p. 39.
Early-outs: Who will be eligible? Army Times; Jan. 6, 1992; 52(23): p. 3.


Which way is out? Army Times; Jan. 27, 1992; 52(26): p. 3.

SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)--BENEFITS


SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)--INVESTMENT


SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)--MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY (MOS)


SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)--OFFICERS


SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.

SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)--RESERVE COMPONENTS


SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)--TAXATION


SPIRIT II SEE TROJAN SPECIAL PURPOSE INTEGRATED REMOTE INTELLIGENCE TERMINAL (SPIRIT)

SPOUSE ABUSE--COMPENSATION


SPOUSES, MILITARY SEE MILITARY SPOUSES

SRB SEE SELECTIVE REENLISTMENT BONUS (SRB)

SRB SEE WARRANT OFFICERS

SSB SEE SPECIAL SEPARATION BENEFIT (SSB)

STAFF (MUNITION) SEE XM943 SMART TARGET ACTIVATED FIRE AND FORGET (STAFF)

STAMP SEE SURVEYS OF TOTAL ARMY MILITARY PERSONNEL (STAMP)
STAR SEE STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE ARMY (STAR)

STARS AND STRIPES (NEWSPAPER)


STARS AND STRIPES BOOKSTORES--GERMANY--CENSORSHIP


STERIODS--SURVEYS


STINGER RMP (MISSILE)


STRATEGIC DEFENSE COMMAND SEE U. S. ARMY STRATEGIC DEFENSE COMMAND

STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE ARMY (STAR)


STRESS--SOMALIA--ARMED FORCES

STRICOM  SEE  SIMULATION, TRAINING AND INSTRUMENTATION COMMAND (STRICOM)

SUPPLIES AND STORES--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Supply cuts kill training, services complain. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 7.

SUPPLY DEPOTS--CONSOLIDATION

SUPPORT MANAGEMENT CENTER  SEE  FULL TIME SUPPORT MANAGEMENT CENTER

SURGEON GENERALS

SURVEYS OF TOTAL ARMY MILITARY PERSONNEL (STAMP)

SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN (SBP)

SURVIVOR BENEFIT PLAN (SBP)--RESERVE COMPONENTS

SURVIVOR BENEFITS
Flat-rate survivor benefit considered. Army Times; July 6, 1992; 52(50): p. 32.
TAILHOOK CONVENTION, 1991--LAS VEGAS, NV


TANDEM THRUST (MANEUVERS)


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--DESIGN


TAP SEE TRANSITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (TAP)

TAXATION--MILITARY PERSONNEL SEE MILITARY PERSONNEL--TAXATION

TDY SEE TEMPORARY DUTY (TDY)

TEACHERS--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


TEAM SPIRIT (MANEUVERS)--KOREA


TEISS  SEE  THE ENHANCED INTEGRATED SOLDIER SYSTEM (TEISS)

TEMPORARY DUTY (TDY)--EXTENSION

TEMPORARY DUTY (TDY)--WASHINGTON, DC--LODGING

TEMPORARY LODGING EXPENSE (TLE)

TENTH MOUNTAIN DIVISION--DEPLOYMENT

TERRORISM--PANAMA
Pro-Noriega group linked to murder. Army Times; June 22, 1992; 52(48): p. 3.

THAAD  SEE  THEATER HIGH ALTITUDE AREA DEFENSE (THAAD) MISSILE

THE ENHANCED INTEGRATED SOLDIER SYSTEM (TEISS)
THEATER HIGH ALTITUDE AREA DEFENSE (THAAD) MISSILE


THEFT--AIRCRAFT


TLE SEE TEMPORARY LODGING EXPENSE (TLE)

TOTAL FORCE POLICY


TRADOC SEE TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND (TRADOC)

TRAINING AND DOCTRINE COMMAND (TRADOC)--REGIONALIZATION AND PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM


TRAINING--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

Pentagon, panel square off over readiness cuts. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 3.


TRAINING--ARMOR

'If I'd lay my life on the line for these guys'. Army Times; July 20, 1992; 52(52): p. 16.

TRAINING--FORECASTING

Training takes alternate routes. Army Times; Apr. 27, 1992; 52(39): p. 16.

'We're not ordering any polo ponies'. Army Times; Apr. 27, 1992; 52(39): p. 18.
TRAINING--GERMANY

New rules to guide training in Germany. Army Times; July 6, 1992; 52(50): p. 16.

TRAINING--KUWAIT


TRANSITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (TAP)


Soldiers get another tool to open civilian doors. Army Times; Nov. 23, 1992; 53(17): p. 3.


TRANSITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (TAP)--SACRAMENTO ARMY DEPOT, CA


TRANSPORTATION, MILITARY


TRAVEL PAY


Travel benefit denied. Army Times; Apr. 6, 1992; 52(36): p. 2.

TRAVEL PAY SYSTEM  SEE  DEFENSE TRAVEL PAY SYSTEM
TRAVEL PAY--KUWAIT--REIMBURSEMENT


TRAVEL PAY--REIMBURSEMENT


TRI-SERVICE STANDOFF ATTACK MISSILE (TSSAM)

BATmobile. Army Times; Apr. 27, 1992; 52(39): p. 34.

TRICARE MEDICAL PROGRAM


TRICARE MEDICAL PROGRAM SEE ALSO CHAMPUS--COORDINATED CARE PROGRAM

TROJAN SPECIAL PURPOSE INTEGRATED REMOTE INTELLIGENCE TERMINAL (SPIRIT)


TROJAN SPIRIT II SEE TROJAN SPECIAL PURPOSE INTEGRATED REMOTE INTELLIGENCE TERMINAL (SPIRIT)

TROOP SUPPORT COMMAND SEE AVIATION AND TROOP COMMAND (ATCOM)
TROOP WITHDRAWAL--EUROPE


TROOP WITHDRAWAL--GERMANY

Troops in Germany hit the road. Army Times; Jan. 6, 1992; 52(23): p. 17.

TROOP WITHDRAWAL--KOREA


ISSAM  SEE  TRI-SERVICE STANDOFF ATTACK MISSILE (ISSAM)

TWO HUNDRED FORTY-FIFTH ENGINEER BATTALION--DEACTIVATION


U. S. ARMY RESERVE PERSONNEL CENTER (ARPERCEN)


U. S. ARMY STRATEGIC DEFENSE COMMAND--REORGANIZATION


UAV  SEE  DRONE AIRCRAFT
UCOFT  SEE  UNIT CONDUCT OF FIRE TRAINER (UCOFT)

UN-1 (HELICOPTER)--ULTRA HUEY


UN-1H (HELICOPTER)--HUEY II


UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS


UNIFORMED SERVICES FAMILY HEALTH PLAN

Delay foreseen in health care plan; retirees fear being shut out. Army Times; May 25, 1992; 51(43): p. 18.

UNIFORMED SERVICES FORMER SPOUSES PROTECTION ACT, 1982

Ex-spouses' pay split unlikely to change. Army Times; June 29, 1992; 52(49): p. 22.

UNIFORMED SERVICES VOLUNTARY INSURANCE PLAN (US VIP)


UNIFORMS


UNIFORMS--COSTS

UNIFORMS--DESERT CAMOUFLAGE--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Uniforms stamped 'nonreturnable'. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 22.

UNIFORMS--PESTICIDE


UNIFORMS--PHYSICAL FITNESS


UNIT CONDUCT OF FIRE TRAINER (UCOFT)


UNITED ARAB EMIRATES--ARMY--TRAINING


UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE (UAV) SEE DRONE AIRCRAFT

US VIP SEE UNIFORMED SERVICES VOLUNTARY INSURANCE PLAN (US VIP)

VAN FLEET, JAMES, 1892-


VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)


New year to bring more cash for housing. Army Times; Dec. 21, 1992; 53(21): p. 3.

VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)--DUAL CAREER MILITARY COUPLES

VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)--SINGLE PARENTS
Pentagon shifts BAQ policy for divorced soldiers. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 4.

VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)--TABLES

VARIABLE SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)

VEHICLES INTEGRATED DEFENSE SYSTEM

VERA SEE VOLUNTARY EARLY RETIREMENT AUTHORITY (VERA)

VERIFICATION OF MILITARY EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING (VMET)
Soldiers get another tool to open civilian doors. Army Times; Nov. 23, 1992; 53(17): p. 3.

VERRP SEE VOLUNTARY EARLY RELEASE AND RETIREMENT PROGRAM (VERRP)
VET  SEE  VOLUNTARY EARLY TRANSITION (VET) PROGRAM

VETERAN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (VGLI)
To double or not to double? Life insurance choice looms. Army Times; Nov. 23, 1992; 53(17): p. 4.

VETERANS AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, HOUSE

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--CLAIMS

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--HOSPITALS--CHAMPUS
VA hospital treatment may expand. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 22.

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LOANS

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LOANS--LAW AND LEGISLATION

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LOANS--MOBILE HOMES
VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LOANS--NATIVE AMERICANS


VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LOANS--REFINANCING

VA opposes lower refinancing costs. Army Times; June 1, 1992; 52(44): p. 10.

VETERANS AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT--LOANS--RESERVE COMPONENTS

VA lenders would pass war losses to borrowers. Army Times; May 11, 1992; 51(41): p. 61.

VETERANS BENEFITS


VETERANS BENEFITS--LAW AND LEGISLATION


VETERANS BENEFITS--TAXATION


VETERANS PREFERENCE  SEE  CIVIL SERVICE

VETERANS READJUSTMENT APPOINTMENT AUTHORITY (PL 102-16)

VETERANS TRANSITION FRANCHISE PROGRAM (VETFRAN)


VETERANS, DISABLED--BENEFITS


VETERANS, DISABLED--BENEFITS--PERSIAN GULF WAR


VETERANS--EMPLOYMENT


VETERANS--EMPLOYMENT--SURVEYS


VETERANS--EMPLOYMENT--TRAINING


VETERANS--INSURANCE, HEALTH

House pushes for better health plan. Army Times; June 8, 1992; 52(45): p. 4.

VETERANS--LOANS--FORECLOSURE--LEGAL FEES

VETERANS--MEDICAL CARE


VETERANS--MEDICAL CARE--LAW AND LEGISLATION


VETERANS--PENSIONS--JUDGEMENTS


VETERANS--UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS


VETFRAN SEE VETERANS TRANSITION FRANCHISE PROGRAM (VETFRAN)

VGVI SEE VETERAN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (VGVI)

VHA SEE VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)

VICTORIOUS VETERANS' PEACE DIVIDEND


VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--MISSING IN ACTION (MIA)


POW 'secret' status lifted. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 2.


VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--PRISONERS OF WAR (POW)


Officials suspected POWs were left behind. Army Times; July 6, 1992; 52(50): p. 22.

POW 'secret' status lifted. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 2.


VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES


VIOLENCE IN SCHOOLS SEE SCHOOL VIOLENCE

VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE, LEXINGTON, VA--FEMALE EXCLUSION


VITA SEE VOLUNTEER INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE (VITA) PROGRAM


VLO-6 (MISSILE COUNTERMEASURES DEVICE)


VMET SEE VERIFICATION OF MILITARY EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING (VMET)

VOLCANO WIDE AREA MINE (WAM)

VOLUNTARY EARLY RELEASE AND RETIREMENT PROGRAM (VERRP)

Army opens new windows. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 3.


VOLUNTARY EARLY RELEASE AND RETIREMENT PROGRAM (VERRP)--OFFICERS


VOLUNTARY EARLY RELEASE AND RETIREMENT PROGRAM (VERRP)--WARRANT OFFICERS


VOLUNTARY EARLY RETIREMENT AUTHORITY (VERA)


VOLUNTARY EARLY TRANSITION (VET) PROGRAM


VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)

26,000 apply for exit bonuses. Army Times; May 11, 1992; 52(41): p. 2.


Army opens new windows. Army Times; May 4, 1992; 52(40): p. 3.


Congress may improve exit bonuses. Army Times; May 25, 1992; 52(43): p. 3.
Distrust may be driving lump-sum rush. Army Times; Apr. 13, 1992; 52(37): p. 16.

Don't blow it! Army Times; May 25, 1992; 52(43): p. 39.

Early-outs: Who will be eligible? Army Times; Jan. 6, 1992; 52(23): p. 3.


Which way is out? Army Times; Jan. 27, 1992; 52(26): p. 3.

**VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)--BENEFITS**


**VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)--MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY (MOS)**


**VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)--OFFICERS**


**VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.**

VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)--RESERVE COMPONENTS


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS

26,000 apply for exit bonuses. Army Times; May 11, 1992; 52(41): p. 2.

58,000 accept exit offers. Army Times; July 20, 1992; 52(52): p. 4.


Early-outs: Who will be eligible? Army Times; Jan. 6, 1992; 52(23): p. 3.


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--BENEFITS


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--COUNSELING


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--MEDICAL PERSONNEL

RIF board may decide who leaves medical ranks. Army Times; June 29, 1992; 52(49): p. 4.

VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS


**VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--RESERVE COMPONENTS**


**VOLUNTEER INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE (VITA) PROGRAM**


**VOLUNTEER WORKERS--ARMY COMMUNITY SERVICE (ACS)--REIMBURSEMENT**


**VOLUNTEER WORKERS--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.**


**VOTING--FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION**


VSI SEE **VOLUNTARY SEPARATION INCENTIVE (VSI)**

WAM SEE **WIDE AREA MINE (WAM)**

WAM SEE ALSO **VOLCANO WIDE AREA MINE (WAM)**
WARRANT OFFICER LEADER DEVELOPMENT PLAN


WARRANT OFFICER MANAGEMENT ACT


WARRANT OFFICERS


WARRANT OFFICERS--APPOINTMENT


WARRANT OFFICERS--COMMISSIONS


WARRANT OFFICERS--SELECTIVE RETIREMENT BOARD (SRB)


WASTE IN GOVERNMENT SPENDING--PENTAGON


WATER POLLUTION--MASSACHUSETTS


WEAPONS SYSTEMS


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

WEAPONS SYSTEMS--PROCUREMENT


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT


WEAPONS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


WEAPONS--ARMY


WEAPONS--INFANTRY


WEAPONS--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS

Acquisition officers to assess impact on environment. Army Times; May 18, 1992; 52(42): p. 10.

WEIGHT STANDARDS (PHYSIOLOGY)


WHISTLE BLOWING (PUBLIC INTEREST)


WHITE HOUSE FELLOWSHIPS PROGRAM

WIDE AREA NINE (WAN)


WINGSHIPS SEE AIRCRAFT, EXPERIMENTAL

WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--COMBAT EXCLUSION


Commission says a woman's place is not in combat. Army Times; Nov. 16, 1992; 53(16): p. 4.


Exclusion extends to relief missions. Army Times; June 29, 1992; 52(49): p. 16.


Time is on her side. Army Times; Jan. 6, 1992; 52(23): p. 34.


Women's panel highlights role as advocate. Army Times; May 11, 1992; 52(41): p. 16.


**WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--COMBAT EXCLUSION--LAW AND LEGISLATION**


**WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--COMBAT EXCLUSION--RELIGIOUS ASPECTS**

Ministers say Bible is on their side. Army Times; Sep. 21, 1992; 53(8): p. 21.

**WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--HEALTH CARE**


**WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--INTELLIGENCE BRANCH**


**WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--PRISONERS OF WAR (POW)--SEXUAL ASSAULT**


**WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.**

WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--SERVICE ACADEMIES


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES--SEXUAL ASSAULT


WOMEN VETERANS HEALTH PROGRAM ACT OF 1992


WORLD WAR, 1939-1945--GREAT BRITAIN--REUNIONS


WRESTLING

Army wrestlers take down Armed Forces title. Army Times; Apr. 6, 1992; 52(36): p. 16.

X-RAYS--COMPUTER ENHANCEMENT


X-ROAD (MUNITION)


XM93 FOX (VEHICLE)

This Fox has a nose for chemical warfare. Army Times; Nov. 30, 1992; 53(18): p. 26.

XM943 SMART TARGET ACTIVATED FIRE AND FORGET (STAFF)